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Abstract: In this paper mathematical model for equivalent Fresnel zone line of sight percentage clearance for terrestrial 

point-to-point line-of-sight communication link is presented. Sample 3 GHz microwave link with 38887.6 m path length is used 

to demonstrate the application of the model. In the sample link, five Fresnel zones are considered, namely zone 1, 2 4, 8, and 16. 

The results show that at middle of the link, the corresponding radius of each of the five Fresnel zones are r1 = 31.18 m, r2=44.1m, 

r4=62.36m, r8=88.19 m, r16 =124.72 m. When the LOS percentage clearance specified with respect to Fresnel zone 1 is-100% 

the corresponding LOS percentage clearance with respect to the other Fresnel zones are as follows: Fresnel zone 2 is -70.71%, 

Fresnel zone 4 is -50%, Fresnel zone 8 is -35.36% and Fresnel zone 16 is -25%. The results confirm that the equivalent line of 

sight percentage clearance is given as Pc(x, n2) = Pc(x, n1)	
��� where n1 and n2 are two different Fresnel zones and Pc(x, n1)	and	Pc(x, n2) are the line of sight percentage clearance at Fresnel zone n1 and n2 respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Ensuring clear Line Of Sight (LOS) is essential for 

effective communication in microwave links [1-3]. This is 

because, microwave signals are known to travel in a straight 

line. In reality, microwave signals path form an ellipsoidal 

shape that is described by Fresnel geometry [4-7]. In the 

Fresnel geometry for LOS links, the signal path are 

categorised into different Fresnel zones. In that case, 

microwave communication link designers usually specify the 

LOS clearance with respect to the Fresnel zones. However, 

the most important is the first Fresnel zone, where it is 

believed that over 90% of the signal strength are 

concentrated [8-10]. While most designers specify their LOS 

clearance in terms of Fresnel zone 1, others that require high 

fidelity link specify the LOS clearance in terms of the higher 

Fresnel zones. 

In this paper mathematical model is derived which can be 

used to convert the LOS percentage from one Fresnel zone to 

another. In that case, for a given LOS clearance height, the 

model can be used to determine the equivalent LOS 

percentage clearances in any given Fresnel zone n. The 

model in this paper is derived considering the given LOS 

clearance height, the corresponding diffraction parameter and 

the radius of the Fresnel zone stated in the specification. 

2. Theoretical Background 

For LOS links, the radius of the nth Fresnel zone (r(�)) is 

given as [11-13]; 

�(�) = ���ʎ���(�)	����(�)	�����(�)	�	��(�)	�               (1) 

where 
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 !(") is the distance of location x from the transmitter  #(") is the distance of location x from the receiver, where 

x = 1, 2, 3,…,	N. 

n is the nth Fresnel zone 

λ is the wavelength of the radio wave in metres where; 

ʎ = %&	                    (2) 

where, c is the speed of a radio wave (c	 = 3x10)*/,); 

f is frequency of the radio wave in Hz. 

The Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction parameter (-(") ) at any 

given location x between the transmitter and the receiver is 

given as [14-19]; 

-(") 	= ℎ(") /����(�)	�		��(�)�ʎ���(�)����(�)� 0         (3) 

Where ℎ(") is effective obstruction clearance height which is the 

height (in meters) from the tip of the obstruction at location x 

to a point on the line of sight at location x, where x is 

between the transmitter and the receiver. 

λ is the wavelength of the radio wave in metres 

2.1. Diffraction Parameter (1(2)) for any Percentage 

Clearance Of Fresnel Zone 

Let 3%(",�) be the percentage clearance required for Fresnel 

zone n. in practice, at least 60% of �(4)	( that is, 0.6 of �(4))	clearance is required for the first Fresnel zone. 3%(",�) 
clearance for �(�) means; 

h(6,78)= 
9:(;,<)�== �r(>)� =	?9:(;,<)�== @/�>�ʎ�AB(;)	��AC(;)	���AB(;)	�	AC(;)	� 	0   (4) 

Hence, for 3%(",�) = 60%, ℎ(",F=)= 0.6��(�)�. In terms of 3%(",�), the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction parameter at any given 

location x between the transmitter and the receiver can be 

represented as (-(",HI)) and it is given as; 

-(",J%) 	= ℎ(",J%) /����(�)	�		��(�)�ʎ���(�)����(�)� 0          (5) 

-(",J%) 	= ?IK(�,L)�== @ M
��ʎ���(�)	����(�)	�����(�)	�	��(�)	� 	N M
���(�)	�		��(�)�ʎ���(�)����(�)� N   (6) 

-(",J%) 	= ?IK(�,L)�== @ �√n��√2�M
�ʎ���(�)	����(�)	�����(�)	�	��(�)	� 	
���(�)	�		��(�)�ʎ���(�)����(�)�N (7) 

-(",J%) 	= P√��IK(�,L)��== Q                (8) 

3%(",�) = �R(�,ST)��==√> 	                 (9) 

For Fresnel zone 1, n=1, then 

-(",J%) 	= P√��IK(�,L)��== Q               (10) 

2.2. Equivalent Fresnel Zone LOS Percentage Clearance 

Specifications 

When the LOS percentage clearance is specified, it is given 

with respect to a specific Fresnel zone, n. If the first LOS 

percentage clearance given in respect of Fresnel zone n1, then; 

-(",J%(��)) 	= PU(��)�IK(�,LV)��== Q           (11) 

If the LOS percentage clearance given in respect of another 

Fresnel zone n1, then; 

-(",J%(�)) 	= PU(�)�IK(�,LW)��== Q          (12) 

When -(",J%(��)) =	-(",J%(�))	then; 

PU(��)�IK(�,LV)��== Q = PU(�)�IK(�,LW)��== Q        (13) 

U2(X1)�3%(",��)� 	= U2(X2)�3%(",�)�	       (14) 

3%(",�) 	= 	YU2(X1)�3%(",��)�U2(n2) Z 

3%(",�) 	= 	 �3%(",��)�
?>�>@           (15) 

For instance, 60% LOS clearance with respect to Fresnel 

zone 1 (that is, n = 1) is denoted as 3%(",�). If the percentage 

clearance is needed with respect to Fresnel zone 4, that is 3%(",[), then n1=1, n2 = 4, Cp(6,�)	 = 	60%, then Cp(6,[)	  is 

given in terms of Cp(6,�)	, n1 and n2 as follows; 

3%(",[) 	= 	 �3%(",�)�
?�[@ = 	 ?F=% @ = 30%     (16) 

Conversely, 

3%(",�) 	= 	 �3%(",[)�
?[�@ = 	 (30%)√4 = 60%    (17) 

So, 60% LOS clearance with respect to Fresnel zone 1 is 

equivalent to specifying 30% LOS clearance with respect to 

Fresnel zone 4. 

3. Results and Discussions 

The link path length is 38887.6 m, signal frequency is 3 

GHz, speed of light is c	 = 3x10)*/, hence, the wavelength 

is 0.1 m. Five Fresnel zones are considered, namely zone 1, 2 

4, 8, and 16. The location considered in the link is the middle 

of the link where the distance from the transmitter is equal to 

the distance from the receiver and has a value of 19443.8m. 

The corresponding radius of the five Fresnel zones at the point 

are r1 = 31.18 m, r2=44.1m, r4=62.36m, r8=88.19 m, r16 

=124.72 m. 
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Table 1 and figure 1 show the LOS clearance height, ℎ(",J%� 
(m) versus percentage clearance 3%�",��	 (%) for the five 

different Fresnel zones. For each LOS clearance height, the 

table and graph show the equivalent percentage clearance that 

will give the same clearance height in each of the five Fresnel 

zones. For instance, in Table 1 and Figure 1, LOS clearance 

height of -62.36 m below the line of sight, is equivalent to 

-200% clearance with respect to the first Fresnel zone at the 

middle of the link. At the same time, the same -62.36 m below 

the line of sight, can be specified as -141.42% clearance with 

respect to the second Fresnel zone, -100% clearance with 

respect to the fourth Fresnel zone, -70.71% clearance with 

respect to the eight Fresnel zone and -50% clearance with 

respect to the sixteenth Fresnel zone. 

Table 1. LOS Clearance Height, .�",J%� (m) Versus Percentage Clearance 3%�",��	(%) For Five Different Fresnel Zone, where the radius of the Fresnel zones are; 

r1 = 31.18 m, r2=44.1m, r4=62.36m, r8=88.19 m, r16 =124.72 m. 

_�2,`a� (m) ba�2,4�	(%) ba�2,c� (%) ba�2,d� (%) ba�2,e� (%) ba�2,4f� (%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

-10 -32.07 -22.68 -16.04 -11.34 -8.02 

-20 -64.14 -45.36 -32. For each 07 -22.68 -16.04 

-31.18 -100 -70.71 -50 -35.36 -25 

-44.095 -141.42 -100 -70.71 -50 -35.36 

-50 -160.36 -113.39 -80.18 -56.7 -40.09 

-62.36 -200 -141.42 -100 -70.71 -50 

-70 -224.5 -158.75 -112.25 -79.37 -56.13 

-88.19 -282.84 -200 -141.42 -100 -70.71 

-90 -288.65 -204.1 -144.32 -102.05 -72.16 

-100 -320.72 -226.78 -160.36 -113.39 -80.18 

-110 -352.79 -249.46 -176.4 -124.73 -88.2 

-124.72 -400 -282.84 -200 -141.42 -100 

 

Figure 1. The plot of Clearance Height versus Percentage Clearance for Five Different Fresnel Zone. 

In figure 2, the graph of the percentage clearance of Fresnel 

zone 1, 3g(h,1) (%) versus the percentage clearance of Fresnel 

zone 2, 4, 8, and 16 are plotted and trendline equations are 

fitted to relate each of the percentage clearance of Fresnel 

zone 2,4,8, and 16 to the percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 

1, 3g(h,1) (%). The trendline equations are as follows; 

For percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 2 versus 

percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 1 

Pc(x,2) = Pc�x, 1�	? �
�.[�[@= Pc�x, 1�	
�

      (18) 

For percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 4 versus 

percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 1 

Pc(x,4) = 0.5(Pc(x,1)) = Pc�x, 1�	?�@ � 	Pc�x, 1�	
�
[	 (19) 

For percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 8 versus 

percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 1 

Pc(x,8) = 0.353(Pc(x,1)) = Pc�x, 1�	? �
.i)@ � 	Pc�x, 1�	
�i  (20) 
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For percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 16 versus 

percentage clearance of Fresnel zone 1 
Pc(x,16) = 0.25(Pc(x,1)) = Pc�x, 1�	?�[@ � 	Pc�x, 1�	
 �

�F (21) 

 

Figure 2. The Graph Plot Of Percentage Clearance of Fresnel Zone 1, 3g(h,1) (%) versus the Percentage Clearance of Fresnel Zone 2, 4, 8, and 16. 

The trendline equations show that the general relationship 

between any two equivalent percentage clearances of Fresnel 

zones n1 and n2 is; 

Pc(x,n2) = Pc�x, n1�	
��
�             (22) 

This results validate the earlier formula derived in this 

paper for determine the equivalent percentage clearance that 

will give the same LOS clearance height and hence, the same 

diffraction parameter value. 

4. Conclusion 

Mathematical model for computing the equivalent Fresnel 

zone line of sight percentage clearance for terrestrial 

point-to-point line-of-sight communication link is presented. 

Sample microwave link is used to demonstrate the application 

of the model. The results confirm that the equivalent line of 

sight percentage clearance is given as Pc(x,n2) = 

Pc�x, n1�	
��
�  where n1 and n2 are two different Fresnel 

zones and Pc�x, n1�	and	Pc�x, n2 ) are the line of sight 

percentage clearance at Fresnel zone n1 and n2 respectively. 
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